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Weekend:something for everybody
Movies, games
to be featured
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by Darcie McCann
There will be many students playing
up to their teachers this weekend. No-they won't be brown nosing. These
students will be pitted against the
faculty in the "County Fair" games,
part of the Student-Faculty weekend.
The events will begin on Friday night
with two films in 120 Little Hall: Caddyshack at 7 p.m., and The Awakening
at 9 p.m. Also on Friday night will be
a rock concert in the Damn Yankee.
The J.P. Wrigley and Co. band will
start at 8 p.m. and will play music of a
commercial rock variety.
"The faculty seemed like they really
wanted to get involved in student life,"
organizer Frank Card said. "The livein faculty residents at the dorms foster
this outside classroom interaction
which the student-faculty weekend is
promoting."
The County Fair games will begin inside The UMO Fieldhouse at 10:30
Saturday morning. This will include a
student, faculty and family lunch.
The Student-Faculty Skit presentation, slated for Saturday night, has
been cancelled due to lack of performers.
Work on the Student-Faculty
weekend began last April, Card said,
and he, Robb Morton, Peter Labbe
and Dave Caouette have been working
on the project since then.
"The essential part of the
program," Card said, "is to get
students and faculty to interact outside
of the classroom."
The steam plant parking lot will be
the meeting point of the Sunday events. A triathalon consisting of a bike
race, foot race and canoe race will
begin at 12 noon.

Bumstock IX:
a folksy time

This scene from last year's Bumstock festivities will probably be repeated Saturday, although the annual Cabins celebration has been toned down to a folk music
format. (Gail Brooks photo)
068-70, followed by tours as deputy
Robert E. White, ambassador to El
chief of mission in Managua and
Salvador under former president JimBogota.
my Carter, will speak at 7:30 p.m. in
White's visit is sponsored by the
Stewart Commons. He will speak on
Student Government Distinguished
the current U.S. involvement in the
Lecture Series and is open to the public
country.
without charge.
A career Foreign Service office,
The weekend has been dedicated to
White became U.S. ambassador to El
Arthur A. Hauck, a former UMO
Salvador in March, 1980, and served
president who served for 24 years.
until the recent change in adHauck, due to poor health, will not be
ministration. He also served from
able to attend, Card said.
1977 to 1980 as U.S. Ambassador to
"Finding ways to encourage greater
Paraguay and is a former deputy U.S.
personal contact between faculty and
permanent representative to the
students might increase students'
Organization of American States,
satisfaction with their college experien1975-77, and was with the Peace Corps
ce," Card said.
as director for Latin America from

Psych students told
to take final prelim
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by Paul Fillmore
Get ready for another day of sun and
fun this weekend.
The annual cabins celebration, Bumstock, will kick off Saturday at 11
a.m. for the ninth time in as many
years. The festival will last until sundown and will be held on the field
behind the cabins.
Although the event has been curtailed this year because of the complaints of neighbors and administrators, most people at the cabins
are looking forward to the annual
event.
Bumstock began in 1972 as a small
springtime celebration for cabins
residents and, since that time has
grown to near epic proportions. It has
grown so big that, last year, a reporter
from Sweet Potato magazine even
wrote a review about it. That review
nearly spelled the end of Bumstock
because the reporter said the event was
filled with a "sea of hallucinogens," a
charge denied by Bumstock organizers.
Even with the furor, Bumstock
managed to survive after considerable
wrangling by residents of the cabins
and representatives of the Off-campus
Board.
This year's Bumstock will have a
folksy flavor, and will feature six
bands. Kit and Diana will be playing
folk music; Marsh Island String Band
will be playing some traditional Irish
folk music; Footprints will feature
modern jazz; Sky High will be playing
folk-rock? One Last Swing will be adding their jazz-blue flavor to the show;
and the Searsmont Street Band will
also be playing their folk-rock style
music.

Sigma Chi fraternity and WMEB-FM recently concluded a two-day bottle
collection drive which netted more than $1,000 for Muscular Dystrophy. The two
groups collected bottles and cans from dormitories and fraternities Tuesday and
Wednesday as part of an annual event sponsored by the groups. Here, Sigma Chi
brothers Gary Speed, Doug Joseph, Mike Michaud and Tim O'halloran stand
near just two of the many bags of containers collected during the drive. (Todd
Collins photo)

by Paul Fillmore
Students in division three of general
psychology will be forced to take their
final prelim in the class.
Students in the class were told by the
original instructor, Joseph Antonitis,
earlier this month that they could take
the grades they had gotten on their first
two prelims and use them as their course grade. Since that time, according to
a letter sent to students in the class
by chairman of the department Roger
Frey, "Dr. Antonitis has left the
University." Frey further stated that
they would be required to take the
final prelim in the class or receive only
two credits.
Frey refused comment on the
situation.
One student in the class, Karen
Glover, said that Frey had given the
students in the class four options for
finishing the class. They could either
take the final prelim, scheduled for
May 1; they could take the exam
during finals week, at a time to be
scheduled later; they also have the op-

tion of taking an incomplete in the
class and finishing it later; those
students who wish, will also have the
opportunity to take the grades they
have and accept only two credits for
the class. Those students who elect to
take the two credits will not be able to
use the class as a prerequistie, making
it impossible for them to take most
other psychology courses.
Glover said she thought that most
other students in the class would be
"disturbed by the whole fiasco" of the
way the class has ended. "There is absolutely no compenstion planned for
the 13 lectures we missed except a crash
course of three lectures to be given by
Dr. Frey." The three lectures will
cover five chapters in the text.
"The system broke down on the part
of the students, faculty and administration," Glover said, "but yet it
is the students who are really losing
out."
Glover said she was not blaming
Frey for the hole incident, "he's just
in the hot seat calling the shots."
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Students support SLS user rate
b) Andrew Meade

of their budget. Sixty thousand is
25 percent (of the activity fee
money) though, and since only
eight percent of the students use
it (SLS), it's not equitable."
Jenson said he liked the idea of
a flat five dollar user fee, one of
the alternatives proposed by the
Senate.
Jenson also thinks SLS
shouldn't handle criminal cases.
"I think it should be advisory
only," he said.
Some thought a compromise
should be drawn between relying
on the activity fee and charging a
rate. Wayne Ladner said, "They
ought to split it somewhere in the
difference. I think they ought to
pay a little for the services, and
five dollars isn't really much for
anyone."
A lot of students thought it
would be fairer to charge those
who use the service rather than
have the organization supported
by a general fund.
"Everyone has to pay the fee,
but not everyone uses SLS,"
voiced one. She thought the five
dollar rate sounded "pretty
fair."

If the recent Student Senate
proposal to cut the Student Legal
Services (SLS) budget from
$49,000 to $18,000 passes, most
students interviewed felt charging
users would be the best way to
continue the service.
4.1
• ste

IP
Marsha Cook
SLS is asking for just over
$60,000 next year, which if
passed would leave $15,000 for
all other groups yet to come up.
These groups are requesting a
total of $73,000.
Off Campus student Charles
Jenson said, "1 think students
should pay a certain percentage

CAMPUS
CRIER

flat sum. "People sometimes
need five minutes, and sometimes
two-three weeks worth," she explained.
Michael Boucher said if he had
used the service he could better
say how valuable it is, but

FOR SALE:1975 Kawasaki 500
less than 7000 miles. Very good
condition. Asking $995. Call
Pam at 581-2266. Leave message
with number.
IN ORONO--We are now showing
and renting furnished apartments
and mobilehomes for next August
29. 1981. No Children. No Pets.
942-0935.
Summer Sublease: Penobscot
Furnished 2St., Orono.
bedroom apartment--rent
negotiable. Convenient location.
Call 866-7041.
HELP WANTED-Waitress/
chaimbermaid for sporting camp.
Late May thru August. For appiontment, telephone 796-2213.

Michael Boucher
thought the proposed cut was
"quite a drop." He thought it
they started charging five dollars
a student, they wouldn't use it as
much.
"I'd rather see it stay," he added, though.
None of the students interviewed had ever used the service.

Marsha Cook thinks a rate
should be charged for the amount
of the service used, rather than a

Three Named Scholarship Funds
established with the Foundation were
announced at the Thursday dinner.
They are the 62nd,63rd and 64th to be
established with income from the funds
used to assist academically talented
engineering students preparing for
careers in the paper related industries.
The Named Scholarships were
established by the Cives Construction
Company of Atlanta, Ga., in memory
of the company's founder, John W.
Rouse; by ale AER Corporation,
Division of Thermo Electron Cor-

poration of Ramsey, n.j., on behalf of
William K. Metcalfe, a founder and
now chairman of the corporation; and

by the Sandy Hill Corporation, Hudson Falls, N.Y., on behalf of its chairman, J. Walter Juckett.
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Energetic, efficient
and ambitious
people to
SELL ADVERTISING
for the Maine Campus
during the 1981-82
school year.
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Call Julie or Dianne
at 581-7531
for more information.
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TAU EPSILON PHI--Now showing
rooms for summer boarders. Great
location and excellent price. Great
accomodations. $25 private room.
$20 per person double. Must be: 18
years or older; U Maine student.Call
866-5627. ask for Kevin or carl.
LOST: Brown frame eyeglasses
at the Chinnock concert. Call
Bobby, Apt.66, 2733 if found.
FOR RENT: May 1st at $30. weekly.
Room with kitchen priveleges.
Bangor. Call 942-5666
VW Super Beetle 1974-Inspected,
good shocks, body, 28 mpg.
$1,400. Alan Miller. 581-7586.
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Ten room house for rent.
Full year beginning in June.
Reduced summer rent.
827-7058.
FOR SALE: 24" 10 speed
Bicycle. FREE SPIRIT. GOOD
CONDITION! CHEAP! DAVE
Rm 74 No. 7203
Sublet: 5 rooms plus bath.
$190/month. Call Luke or Ron,
581-7440.
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA'S
SEAFOOD INDUSTRY For addresses of over 70 Alaskan Seafood
processors, and info to help you
decide if this work is for you, send
your name, address, and $5.00 to:
-Alaska Summer Jobs" Box 1270,
Waterville, Maine 04901 QUICK
REPLY
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Pulp foundation okays scholarships
The University of Maine Pulp and
Paper Foundation, at its 31st annual
meeting and open house being held at
the University of Maine at Orono, has
approved a $400,000 budget to provide
scholarships to undergraduate students
in engineering and forestry and to
strengthen the teaching and research
programs in the UMO department of
chemical engineering.
The new budget provides for the
awarding of scholarships to 125 undergraduate students and to three
graduate students. Since its founding
in 1952 the Foundation has provided
more than $4.1 million to develop the
University and assist its students.
At Thursday evening's annual dinner at UMO graduate, Dr. Delmar R.
Raymond of Tacoma, Wash., was
named to receive the 1981 Honor
Award in recognition of his work in
enhancing the reputation of the
University for training people to enter
technical careers in the paper and
related industries. Dr. Raymond is
currently director of Weyerhaeuser
Corporation's Energy and Environment Division in the Research and
Development Department.
Dr. Raymond, a Farmington native,
received a Bachelor of Science degree,
a master's degree and his doctorate in
chemical engineering at UMO. His
University research was related to the
absorption of oxygen by water in a
simulation of environmental problems
Following
faced by industry.
graduation in 1969 he worked for St.
Regis Paper Company until 1977 in the
environmental and energy areas.
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Giant 12-fernily yard sale.
Children-adult clothing and furniture, appliances, toys, books,
household and miscellaneous.
Sat-Sun, 9am-4pm, at University
Park.
FOR SALE-Wooden office desk9 draws. Dining room table,
seats six or eight. 827-4739.
The PALESTENIANS: A
documentary film by Venssa
Redgrave on Tuesday, April 28,
at the Memorial Union FAA
Room at 7:30PM.
FOUND-Set of keys between the
library and the Union. Call 5817531 and identify.
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Homes needed for 10 lovely
PUPPIES.
Mother - part
Malemute, small with fine
disposition. Father - Beagle.
Free. Call 827-6389 or 2492 or
Bangor Humane Society.
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Hannibal revamp
to be discussed
by Stephen Peterson
The Residential Life Advisory Committee is
meeting today to discuss renovation plans and the
possibility of turning Hannibal Hamlin Hall into a
special interest dormitory.
Residents of Hannibal were informed by Wells
Complex Coordinator Andy Matthews that they
would have to relocate for the coming semester.
Hannibal residents would get first priority to move
into a dorm after those people who squatted rooms,
persons who have to relocate due to a lifestyle change
or if rooms have been designated a freshman overcrowd room.
Matthews said, "We're meeting tomorrow to
decide what some of the options might be."
Student leaders, faculty and others connected with
the university have ben contacted and asked to contribute ideas and formulate a plan as to what type of
special interest dormitory Hannibal will be.
In the directive from Matthews to Hannibal
residents, he explains that while Hannibal residents
cannot be given preferential treatment in regards to
getting back in the dorm they will be considered
along with other applicants in the special interest
selected.
Vice-President for Academic Affairs Thomas
Aceto said he would assume that Residential Life
"had polled various student and faculty to determine
a plan and get ideas."
"They are still in the exploratory stage," Aceto
said.
"If the cost of the project is more than $20,000,
and there is no doubt of that, it will be sent to the
Chancellors Office and from there will be taken to
the Board of Trustees," Aceto added.
Aceto said he felt the proposed $300 hike on room
and board fees for next semester by the Board of
Trustees may interfere with the project and possibly
even halt it.
"Right now we are projecting an energy increase
of 25 percent, a food increase of 10-12 percent, and
salary increases (which are being negotiated) of 8
percent," Aceto said, "If room and board goes up
only $300 we may not be able to cover even that."
The meeting is scheduled today at 1 p.m. at the
conference room in Fernald Hall.
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The Technical Association of
the Pulp and Paper Industry
(TAPPI) granted a charter Wednesday night to a group of about
50 UMO students in pulp and
paper oriented majors.
An ad hoc committee was set
up last fall to organize students
and get them interested in for-

ming a local chapter of the
nationwide organization, local
TAPPI President Lori Tuttle
said. "Students of this campus
decided to set up a liason between
themselves and the (pulp and
paper) industry," she said. The
members are students majoring
in chemistry, forestry and
engineering.

At Wednesday's meeting the
group was presented a certificate,
by a national TAPPI member,
which was in effect a charter
recognizing them as a student
chapter to be supported by the
national chapter. There are now
11 student chapters across the
country.

TAPPI's goal is to acquaint
UMO students with industry so
"students will know what to expect from the industry people after they graduate," Tuttle said.

Members of the national
TAPPI in Atlanta and representatives from the Maine-New
Hampshire TAPPI also attended
the meeting.

Former President Arthur A. Hauck
"County Fair"
"Variety Show"
Memorial Gym "PIT"
•Sign-up in Student Government
Office by Friday, April 24
*Winners will be determined by
amount of applause and creativity
*YOU CAN*

$1.00 for faculty
and off-campus students
tickets will be sold at information
booth in the Memorial Union on
Monday-Wednesday, April 20-22.
Special events during lunch.
,

WIN!
$200. 1st prize
$100. 2nd prize
$75. 3rd prize
$50. 4th prize
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Group gets industry charter

* STUDENTS FACULTY WEEKEND *
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Executive officers of the newly-chartered UMO Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Institute
proudly display the banner presented to the group Wednesday night. Receiving the banner from national
TAPPI rep Earl Ramsdell (left) are Greg Scott, Pete Hoefele, Dennis Mulherin, Lori Tuttle and Jeff Cross.
chris Writt photo)

For the group or person who puts on the best *
•'skit' in the STUDENT/FACULTY weekend
variety show!
Saturday, April 25, 8:00pm
Sponsored by Student Government
44'

*

)Field House April 25. 10:30-1:30c

"BY SPECIAL TICKET ONLY
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Editorials
Legal hassles
Student Legal Services has been indicted by members of the General Student Senate.
And now,all students are awaiting the verdict.
The crime, in the eyes of senators Tim Robbins
and Bob Bois, is a request for increased funding.
SLS wants an increase of approximately $12,000 over
this year's budget. They currently receive $47,290
from student activity fee monies and have requested
a 23 percent increase to $60,026.
Senators Robbins and Bois, however, feel SLS
doesn't deserve an increase, but rather a cut. Their
proposal, which would cut SLS funding to $118,000,
would mean a 60 percent decrease in funding and a
serious loss in services to thousands of UMO students.

Much has been said recently about the senate
proposal and a great degree of rhetoric has been
spoouted regarding specific dollar figures.
The request by SLS however must be taken in the
entire context of student government funding.
Of the nine boards of student government, all but
one have requested increases in their budgets for next
year. Student Entertainment and Activities wants a
hike from $44,793 to over $50,000, a 12.5 percent increase. The Distinguished Lecture Series was asked
for about $5,000 more in funding, from $20,300 to
$25,000, a 23.2 percent increase. The Graduate
Student Board has requested a 20 percent increase
and the Off-Campus Board a 46.3 percent increase.
In fact, the average requested increase in funding

Tint McCloskey
of the nine boards is 25.2 percent.
As with the majority of these other boards, the increases are needed for numerous reasons. Because of
the steadily increasing services that SLS offers to a
variety of students, the budget request is totally
legitimate. Aside from offering students free legal
assistance, the board has been heavily involved in
preventive law seminars which have been presented
on campus. They have also been working hard on
the idea of a student court and revising some of the
disciplinary codes on campus, as well as acting as
legal counsel to student government itself.
Perhaps if SLS provided only students with free
legal care while charging student government, the
senators would be more than willing to increase its
funding.
But this will never be the case. Even if the
proposed cuts are approved, student government, the
senators would be more than willing to increase its
funding.
But this will never be the case. Even if the
proposed cuts are approved, sutdent government will
still get free legal advice while students go without.
The amount of an increase for any group or board
should be checked thoroughly, but a cut in funding
of this tremendous nature to a board of such importance to students as SLS is absurd.
, But, the student senate still gets its way. They're
holding a trial, and the decision is theirs.
Let's hope the verdict is "not guilty."
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The song
remains
the same
(almost)
Despite the administration's
concerted effort to completely do
away with the students' annual
spring-time celebration, Bumstock, the show will go on.
The negative publicity and
problems resulting from the past
Bumstocks were apparently
enough to spark certain officials
into a can-the-Bumstock cam- •
Problems with high
paign.
school kids drinking, the use of
drugs and complaints of local
residents are some of the reasons
for the changes and restrictions
facing students at this year's
festival.
Bumstock Nine will feature a
folk-music orientation instead of
the rock 'n roll emphasis of years
past. Perhaps it was thought the
more mellow folk theme would
not appeal to the drug-crazed
monsters who have attended the
past celebrations. In addition,
the festivities will not be allowed
to go on past sunset. This will
presumably keep the nighttime
ghouls from attending.
In an effort to maintain law
and order, a minimum of two
police will be on duty along with
eight student marshals.
But the restrictions and
changes implemented by the administration were not enough to
quell the problems of Bumstock
in the eyes of some officials.
"Maybe we need a countercelebration. Yes, that's it. We'll
use it as a diversionary tactic,"
the administrator thought.
And thus the birth of the
student-faculty weekend.
Originally, the student-faculty
weekend was proposed as a substitute or replacement for Bumstock. But, because of the persistence and dedication of a handful of the organizers, Bumstock
survives.
In order to insure a healthy
turnout at the student-faculty
eekend, it was decided that all
of the dining commons would be
closed for lunch on Saturday.
Thus, if students want a meal
between breakfast and dinner,
they must attend the studentfaculty lunch. This type of forced compliance seems somewhat
authoritarian.
There is no question about the
possible merits of a studentfaculty weekend; the dances,
movies, athletic events and all
around improvement and enhancement of student/faculty
relations. But to attempt to force
students to attend by closing the
dining commons is a little underhanded.
And yet the cabin's maniacal
rite of spring lives on.
All of which brings to mind the
adage, You can lead a student to
the music but you can't make him
dance.
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Letters
A.MMEMIa.

EQUAL
TIME

Some opposed space shuttle launching

The
Maine
(
welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should he briel and
include a name and telephone
number.
Names sill he withheld only
under special circumstances.
"Anonymous" and open
letters, although iAelcome. will
not he published.
The .5fume Lim pas reser% e,
the right to edit letters for libel.
clarity, taste and to tit a‘adahle
space.

Here I sit sniffing at
poisoned food and salivating
like an ignorant dog, but I
don't plan to do this for long.
Soon I will be ducking particle-beam weapon blasts,
dodging laser rays, and fleeing
from killer satellites. At least
that's what "city editor"
(what city?) Paul Fillmore
would have me believe from
his Wed., April 15 article,
"Shuttle Madness."
Poor Dan Rather and his
friends from Rockwell International. They, and countless
other Americans, were ecstatic
at the success of the space
shuttle. However, there are
those among us who would
have liked to have seen the
shuttle, astronauts, tiles,
Tang, all burn-up on re-entry
into the atmosphere.
What are these people, you
ask? Are they Commies? Are
they on drugs? Why no, they
are only for peace in this
world. We all know that the
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Dance-a-thon not covered
be aware of what is happening
To The Editor:
on campus and to report acDid you know that on cordingly.
Saturday, April 11, $2,000 was
To all of those who gave up
raised tor the American Can- their time to benefit those in
cer Society by Gamma Sigma need, and to all of the merSigma's Second Annual Dance chants and friends that made
Marathon? Of course you our endeavor possible and
wouldn't since not a word was successful, while you may not
mentioned in the Maine Cam- have been publicly recognized
pus.
for your efforts, you are
On Monday, April 13, front highly recognized and deeply
page coverage was awarded to appreciated by the American
Fraternity Fight Night, a very Cancer Society and the 60
popular campus event and an members of Gamma Sigma
extremely successful fund Sigma National Service
raiser. Upon turning a few Sorority. Thank you.
more pages of the same issue
Sincerely,
readers found additional arMary Beth Callahan
ticles concerning Fight Night
236 Cumberland Hall
and the benefit concert sponsored by Sig Ep that raised
$600 for the Cancer Society.
In a subsequent issue even further coverage was given to the
outdoor benefit.
Granted these were both
well-organized and wellTo the Editor:
received events, and granted
there were many activities
A disgusting display was to
taking place in the same
be found on page 7 of your
weekend,
however, paper on April 22. It is tacky
somewhere between the 45
enough to print advertising
kegs and the battle scars
from a dive that conducts wet
wouldn't it have been apt-shirt contests. This alone is
propriate to include the long
suggestive, in bad taste and as
hours of hard work and
in so many other_ cases-dedication involved in raising
exploits women as a product
an additional noteworthy sum
selling device. But that line
of $2000?
drawing!! That has got to be
In no way am I suggesting
one of the rudest things that I
that
you
make
our
have ever seen in this paper.
organization a top priority,
How dare you insult the
but only that you include our
women of this campus by
event as well as all other
ignorantly printing such crap.
notable campus events in your
It was totally uncalled for.
list of priorities. As voices of
this University, I feel that it is
Line Pelletier
part of your responsibility to
Patch House, Orono

Advertisement
was 'tacky'

To the Editor:

shuttle is only a weapon to be
used to "whoop the Ruskies."
(Don't tell anyone, but Paul
Fillmore informs me that Al
Haig is behind the 1983
automobile emissions-control
laws; Al wants the air clear so
he can see the Ruskies coming
from further away).
How might the shuttle
escalate World War III (or will
it be Space War I)? Just look
at all the problems that mans'
venturing into the sky
brought. (Yes, the rumor you
heard is correct: Wilbur and
Orville Wright were working
for the Pentagon.) Airplanes
carry bombs, airplane tickets
cost us too much, jets allowed
trans-oceanic travel and transport, and they make it
possible for any one person to
fly anywhere in the world and
exchange knowledge, visit, or
make friends with any other
person in a distant land.
These are certainly all bad
things.
Further, a Senate investigative committee now

Editorials show 'ignorance'
To the Editor:
It's me again, that guy in
301 Aroostook who's always
shooting off his mouth.
I read the editorial in last
Thursday's Campus and I
of
thought
suddenly
something.
Do you guys check into the
fads before you start
bellowing or do you write on
an impulse? Are letters to the
editor at such an ebb that you
resort to beating dead horses
to get the mail going? I really
don't quite understand you
people.
I won't pick your editorial
on Maine Day apart—for a
second time. The ignorance it
shows is too laughable to
bother. But I will observe one
fact about it. It's a real
throwback to the sixties. O.K.,
let's not go to class. Let's
romp freely on green
meadows. Why don't we all
our
hair
grow
and
beards, wear handbands,
dashikies, love beads, and
flowers just for the event as

well? Rebel against the administration and take over
Alumni Hall. When the administration asks for the
hanging of all APO brothers
by their thumbs. It's all their
fault, isn't it?
That's all I'll say about that
editorial, but there's another
one.
Mr. Fillmore's column of
last Wednesday entitled
"Memorial unionization" was
another case of out and out
idiocy. I refer him to a letter I
wrote last semester concerning
the use of the Union. I won't
repeat it here. I, unlike the
Maine Campus, am not into
redundancy. What really got
me was the crack about the
union being run by a bunch of
"malignant old ladies."
Is that a nice way to refer to
Deans Rand and Lucy?

Sincerely,
Geoffrey W. Miller

suspects that fire, the wheel,
lioats, steam engines, the
telephone, and the car were all
actually developed as weapons
to be used to "whoop them
Ruskies."
Go look for killer satellites,
Fillmore.
Sincerely,
Dave Carrier, warmonger

Evangelist
generates
discussion
To the Editor:
I would like to address the
events conducted by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
during the week of April 6th.
The IV chapter had invited
an evangelist, Cliffe Knechtle.
from the Boston area. Cliffe
has worked with many campuses around New England
talking with students and
faculty about hard subjects
and real concerns of students
such as sexuality, racism,
world problems, and life
And Cliff has adstyles.
dressed these subjects from an
often unpopular point of view-the Bible, which is the word
of God. Our purpose for
asking Cliffe here at UMO was
to generate discussion and to
confront students with the
Christian point of view.
Cliffe was seen several
places on campus that week
but appeared mostly in front
of the Fogler Library steps
where most discussion was
generated, sometimes heated,
thought
other
times
provoking.
We thank the
students who did ask questions
and did promote discussion.
IVCF would like to
apologize to those students
who were studying in the
library and disturbed by the
PA system. We thank those
students who brought this to
our attention.
IVCF is a group of christian
students who meet on a
regular basis. If you would
like more information about
this organization, please feel
free to contact us.
Bruce Flewelling
Family Group Leader, IVCF
408 Aroostook
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commentary

brian farley

Student-faculty farce
Untested, untried, the
trial balloon Student
Faculty
weekend
is
scheduled to take off this
weekend. Unfortunately, it
will fail miserably. Why?
Because what started out as
a good idea has matured into a laughable farce.
It was an idea. Now it's
become a directive handed
down by the administration
and
some
"student
leaders". That was made
clear when it was decided
that on-campus students must participate by eating
in the Memorial Gym with
roughly 5,000 other students (all of the dining halls will
be closed). So why force
students to participate?
What ever happened to
freedom of choice around
here? Just as students have
the choice to get involved
with any campus program
they desire, so they should
have the choice not to get
involved.
Obviously, the administration must have
feared Student-Faculty
weekend would fall flat on
its face without forced participation. I've got some
news for them: it's going to
fail anyway. Look at the
practical considerations
which the organizers of this
weekend have failed to see.
First, there is less than
two weeks of classes left in
the .semester. That means
studying for tests, writing
term papers and tying up
the semester's loose ends
will make up the agenda for
many
students
this
weekend. This is a crucial
time when many students
try to cram seven or eight
weeks of work into 10 days.
Yet we have been "ordered" to report to the gym
on Saturday if we wish to
eat lunch that day. Then we
can go throw a frisbee or
join in a sack race with
faculty members in order to
pursue "academics, career
options, and over-all
student development."
What a crock! If there's
such a need for bringing
students and
faculty
together then w hat ever

happened to Maine Day?
Probably the same thing
they'll be saying happened
to
Student
Faculty
weekend: it died because of
a lack of participation.
Second, one of the
biggest events of the school
year,
Bumstock,
is
scheduled for Saturday.
Although this annual
festival has been reduced to
a shadow of its former self
by the administration, there
will undoubtedly be a substantial number of students
who will attend. By choice,
I remind you, not because
they were told to do so. So
what
does
the
administration do? They
schedule other activities for
the
same
day.
Bad timing, guys. It's hard
enougn to get participation
for one big event on campus. Why defeat your own
purpose by scheduling
student-faculty events
when you know there's
another more popular event
already scheduled.
For a while, I felt guilty
because I have work to do
this weekend and probably
won't be able to join in the
"festivities." I could just
picture all these faculty
members standing out
there, damning students
who didn't show up to join
in the fun and games. But
now I feel all right because
I've learned that there is an
important meeting of the
Associated Faculty of
UMaine this weekend in
Portland, so the faculty
members aren't going to
show up either. And no
one's telling them they have
to go to this wild weekend
of fun and frolic, so they
won't worry about it.
The real tragedy of the
Student-Faculty weekend is
that it is being held in honor
of
former
univrsity
president Arthur Hauch, a
man who deserves the utmost respect of all
generations of UMaine
students. Is this poorly
organized, sorry program a
fitting way to honor Dr.
Hauck?
Well, not to
worry. He can't make it up
here this weekend, either.

Apologies for concert delay
To the Editor:
I would like to apologize for
the delay in opening the doors
for the Bill Chinnock Concert
of Friday night. But before
any more undue criticism is
placed upon the concert committee, I would like to explain
a few facts in hopes of shinning some light as to why there
was a delay.
To begin with, the Roadies
and production crew for Mr.
Chinnock had experienced
some mechanical problems,
and were stranded in Salem,
Mass., for what amounted to a
delay of two hours. This being
the case, it was decided that
the load-in would have to occur at 5:00 p.m. instead of the
scheduled for 3:00 p.m. and,
fortunately for us, there was
little we could do but wait.
Upon
their
arrival,
somewhere around 5:00 p.m.,
the concert committee stage
crew managed the unbelievable.
They unloaded
and set-up the stage, sound

columns, mixers and light
trees in only 3 hours. Then,
rushed and pressed for time,
Mr. Chinnock and his
associates conducted a quick
sound check, and the doors
were then opened at 8:30 p.m.
Now if one sits down and
puts a little time into figuring
out this mess, it becomes
evident that the lights and
production arrived two hours
late, yet the doors opened only
an hour late. Now somewhere
an hour was trimmed off.
That lost hour can only be explained by the extreme haste
an hard work put in by both
Mr. Chinnock's production
company, and the ever hard
working concert committee
stage crew. With their help
and determination they helped
turn a potential disaster into a
success, and for this I thank
them.
Dwight Doughty Jr.
Concert Committee Chairman

Campus reporter misinterprets the facts
To the Editor:
I would like to correct
several statements that were
made by the staff writer Dar:le McCann in the article concerning club sports moving to
varsity status in the April 21
issue of the Campus. Miss
McCann stated me as saying
that an increase in the student

activity fee could put more
money into club sports,
perhaps enough to give some
varsity team status. This is a
completely false statement. In
fact, when she calied for an interview and said she would like
to talk about the moratorium
on clubs moving to varsity
status I told her that she would
have to see .Mr. Westerman

because I have nothing to do
with clubs being considered
for varsity level programs.
She also mentions that
unless monies allocated from
student senate increase that
the clubs will remain at club
status. I'm not sure where she
fabricated this statement but
student senate funding has
nothing to do with clubs being
considered for varsity status.
What was stated to her in
relation to clubs and fees conjudges who took an hour out cerned the fact that clubs
of their Saturday to come and would like to have more
judge contest such as a limbo money for club functions, plus
contest or the best way to they may have to pay for
break a balloon.
supervision of University
All the businesses and facilities if kept open for their
organizations that donated use after normal operating
prizes and refreshments must hours. The only way that I
also be applauded. Without can see this added money
these organizations the dance- would be available is if the
a-thon would not have been a students of this campus
success.
proposed and passed a
Special thanks must go to tom referendum to charge themBrown and Valerie Cookry.
selves a recreation fee which
Tom is the honorary crusade would support programs in the
chairman of the American recreational sports area such
Cancer Society, and Valerie is as clubs, intramurals and free
the current Miss Maine. These play. At this point no student
two individuals also spent monies come to my area, all
their Saturday dancing.
money is from the university
The theme of the dance-a- appropriated budget.
If
thon, "Somewhere Over the students
expect
these
Rainbow", signifies the dream programs to expand then they
of the American Society to should be prepared to pay for
someday win the battle against such.
cancer. Because of the help of
Hopefully before Miss Mcthese individuals, and many Cann writes any more articles
more, that dream may become she will consider reporting the
a reality in our lifetime.
facts as they were given to her.

Dance-a-thon overlooked
To the Editor:
On Saturday, April 11,
Gamma Sigma Sigma sponsored a Dance-A-Thon for the
American Cancer Society.
There was a lack of coverage
from the Maine Campus even
though the editor, Steve
Olver, was at the dance-a-thon
as a judge. What the Campus
did
cover
were
the
Fraternity Fight Night and
Sigma Phi Epsilon's beer
bash. Both of these events did
deserve coverage, but what
about the people who spent
twelve hours dancing?
There were 24 couples dancing, who obtained pledges
from friends, relatives and
strangers to sponsor them for
dancing twelve hours.
Because of these people
Gamma Sigma Sigma was able
to raise $2,000 for the
American Cancer Society.
There were more people involved in preparing and
carrying out the dance-a-thon,
too many to name but
they know who they are.
Thanks must go to all the

Sincerely,
Janet Quirk

(commentary

Dave Ames
Director of
Recreational Sport

ernie clark

Phantom flyer
A flyer concerning the
plight of Student Legal Services circulated through the
nooks and crannies of
Memorial Union Thursday,
a flyer with a somewhat
secretive history.
It seems that this flyer,
which portrays Student
Legal Services as a glutton
of Student Government
monies, has no author, at
least none that will stand up
and be counted.
The flyer depicts the
plight of several other
organizations that have, in
the past, relied on student
government for their funding. These clubs, collectively, are requesting some
$73,000 for the 1981-82
school year. This figure
represents more than five
times the money student
government anticipates it
will
have
left
for
organizations after the
group has allotted funds to
"priority funding" groups,
groups like SLS that have
been so designated because
of their importance to the
campus community.
The
flyer
states:
"Student Legal Services
serves less than 10 percent
of the student population,
and they charge absolutely
nothing for their service????"
The basic problem is that
student government,
probably more through
national monetary policy
than personal neglect, has
spread its resources too
thin. The above statement
would have students believe
that since SLS provides
direct legal counseling to

only 10 percent of the
student population, then it
is not worth the proportion
of the student activity fee
student government has
allocated to it in the past
due to SLS' "priority funding" status.
But SLS does indeed
provide services to more
than just 10 percent of the
population. SLS acts as
counsel to student government. SLS is heavily involved in such student advocacy projects as the
diversion program, a
possible student court
system, and occasional
revisions to the disciplinary
code system. One way or
another, these not-soobvious SLS services do
touch upon the lives of a
great number of UMO
students.
But the flyer goes beyond
complaining that SLS does
not serve enough students
to merit its chunk of the
student government budget.
The flyer says that to fund
SLS its wish of $60,756 is to
neglect some 24 other
groups, groups that are certainly entitled to some funding. But the truth is that
SLS, as a "priority funding" group, is entitled to
full consideration before
any discussion takes place
dealing with these "unpriority" funded groups.
These groups are not even
supposed to enter funding
discussion
until
the
"priority funding" groups
are served.
A check of "priority
funding" groups and their
1980-81 and 81-82 budgets,

as they have been approved
by the General Student
Senate, reveals that the nine
such groups already approved for next year's funding have received budget
increases at an average of
nearly 25 percent. SLS is
also asking for an increase
(from approximately
$47,000), and this budget
increase is no more than in
line with other,.already approved requests.
SLS currently hires two
attorneys at $8,500 each
per year. Now how mans
people graduate from law
school and then take a job
for $8,500 a year??? The
truth is that this university
is lucky to have two people
who will serve as counsel to
student government as well
as any student that needs
help for $8,500 per year.
Many persons have said
that SLS has grown too
much over the years. But
isn't it true that any service
organization has to grow to
serve a constituency continually in need. One fine
example of this is the Symposium Committee, which
has gone from thin air to
"priority funding" status in
one short year, and has
received a 1981-82 allotment of $6,000.
SLS has fallen victim to
being put on the back burner because of its large
budget. Now, the money is
running out, and student
government is in a bind
because there are so many
groups groping for the scarce dollars that someone is
going to take a fall.
Student Legal Services
should not he that fall guy.
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Rape issues aired in Women's Center program
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by Ruth DeCoster
Rape, an important and complicated
issue in our society, was the topic of a
Rape Awareness Day held yesterday by
the UMO Women's Center.
"It's a very complicated issue," said
the center's president, Teresa Bridges.
"We just can't pretend it's not there."
The center sponsored a series of
films and discussions dealing with the
issue of rape. Subjects included rape
and the criminal justice system,
prevention, and the effects of rape of
society.
"What we wanted to do," Bridges
said, "was to touch on all different
aspects of it." She mentioned the
aspect of dating in our society and
related its importance to the interrelationships between men and women.
"There are a lot of myths about rape
in our society," she said. Women are
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taught to be in control of their own
sexuality along with that of men. She
said women were responsible for
"saying no." At the same time.
women are "always playing the game
to be appealing."
She said the media in our society is
teaching young women that they
should always look nice and be attractive, which in turn can place blame on
women if they are raped.
"Why rape is such a terrible crime
for women," she said, "is because
we've always been taught to protect
our virginity. And rape is when it's
taken, or stolen, from us."
Bridges said that the problem of rape
is not just a woman's problem. "It's a
societa: problem," she said. "Men
have to become more sensitive and
aware. They have to ask why other
men do these things."

Trustees to meet at Hilltop;
will vote on activity fee
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by Andrew Meade
A voluntary student activity fee and
new tuition billing practices highlight
the agenda for a regular meeting of the
University Board of Trustees 10 a.m.
Monday, April 27 at the Hilltop Conference Center.
The activity fee proposal dates from
a resolution known as the "Robinson
Bill," after its founder on the Board,
John Robinson, and, said Trustee
Board Clerk Joanne Magill, has been a
continuing issue.
"Students have had a chance to
respond to the issue, and it is on the
agenda for action," she added.
Also scheduled for action are new
billing procedures. Magill said some
inequities were discovered in the
system which determines tuition for
full and part-time students. Some
alternatives have apparently been circulated and she said student government has had an opportunity to say
which they prefer.
The Board is going to discuss a supplemental retiring plan and a credit
transferability policy as well.
Magill said one of the university's
retirees has undertaken a study regarding the retirement plan and has
proposed something for the board to
consider. This is in response to the
recent to-do over inadequate pensions,
she added.

Friday, April 24
all day Seventh State-wide Conference of the University of
Maine English Faculty. Continues Saturday. EM Building.
2 p.m.
Matinee. "The
Crucible." Hauck. Admission.
7 & 9 p.m. S.E.A. movie.
"Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex But Were
Afraid to Ask..." 101 EM. Admission.
8:15 p.m.
Maine Masque
Theatre. "The Crucible."
Hauck. Admission.
10 p.m. Mixed Bag Coffeehouse
and Cabaret. Open to the public
MCA Center.
The Memorial Union will be
open 24 hours a day during finals
week for studying purposes.
(May 4 through 7--Monday night
through Thursday night.)

In other business, the Board will appoint two professors of geological
sciences to UMO and the new Dean of
the School of Business Economics and
Management for USM.
The meeting is open to the public.

She said women really aren't aware
of the issue. Many think that rape
rarely occurs in rural areas such as
Maine, but it does, she said. At the
university, rapes are seldom reported.
Because only one out of every 10 or 12
rapes are reported, it "creates almost a
sense of false security."
Bridges said, "The most important
issue is awareness. The more aware
ut.INIM.101•1..1=100.

women are, the better prepared they
would be if something was to happen.
They should know what their options
are."
In spite of the fact that she wants
more women to become aware of the
importance of the rape issue, Bridges
said, "I don't want women to become
paranoid. Their awareness should just
be increased."

Student-Faculty Weekend
Movies:
Caddyshack 7:00
The Awakening 9:00
120 Little Hall
Student-Faculty Variety Show Sat.
the 25th in the Pit is cancelled.
••••••111.111./..1111
,

Ourfares
worth
vvaiting
Do you know what a youth stand-by fare is? No? Well, it's
an empty seat no one reserved at regular prices. Air New England is
prepared to make those seats available to you for extraordinarily
low prices if you're 21 or under. So you can fly somewhere
and back on Air New England for a lot less than you ordinarily
could. For example, a round-trip ticket from any of our New England
cities to Boston only costs 50 bucks.(That's beans!)
Or a round-trip from cities like Cleveland to Rochester, or Burlington
to New York only costs 75 bucks.(How d'ya like them apples?)
Fly stand-by with Air New England. Because if you can
stand the thought of waiting a bit, you stand to save a lot of money.
Call your travel agent or us for prices and schedules.

Air New EnglandA
Were going places.Fast'
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World news
Fiscal talks hit impasse in Boston
one day before court deadline
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Vice president's wife says threats
increase against Reagan

"You can't wiggle your ears, can
you?" O'Leary said in explaining why
that muscle was used.
The surgery was described as "nonurgent," but O'Leary said Dr. Arthur
NORTHAMPTON, MASS. (AP) - Death threats against President Ronald
Korbine, who had performed the
Reagan and Vice President George Bush have increased "tremendously" since
original surgery on Brady, decided the
gunman shot Reagan in Washington this month, according to the vice presiden a
second operation was necessary "to
t's
wife.
keep the situation from happening
But Barbara Bush says she didn't think either the President or her husban
again."
d
should wear bullet-proof vests.
Pressure inside the skull, if great
"They
enough, can injure the brain stem, tremen weigh a ton," she said at a news conference on Wednesday. "It's a
dous thing to ask someone to wear."
which controls such automatic
The vice president's wife told reporters after a speech at Smith
processes as breathing.
"more phone calls and more letters" have been received threatening College that
both men.

GOODBYE
FAREWELL
WESTERN COLORADO
Eight Tours
from July to October
Telluride • Durango • Creede
Million Dollar Highway
Arches National Monument &
Canyonlands, Utah
From High Mountain Passes
to the Utah Desort
• Overnighters to 12-day tours
• Designed for the
beginning cyclist to racers
• Average day - 60 miles
• Sagwagon on all tours
• Camping and hotels
For

Wrote or Call
Jim Maylialti
Box 42. Crested Butte Colorado 81224
303 149-6895
More information
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515 SOUTH MAIN S I. BREW ER, ME.
MAIN ST., ELI SWORTH .F1
COMPLETE DINNERS
VEGETARIAN FOODS.
TACOS
BURRITOS - ENCHILADAS
CHILi
CHill-DOGS
GUACAMOLE

Pepino's Take-Out

9-1330

989-1111
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Brady reported stable after five
hours of surgery on brain
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BOSTON (AP) - Negotiations between the mayor and City Council over a
compromise that would rescue the bankrupt public school system collapsed Thursday night, one day before a court-imposed deadline for coming up with a plan.
Superior Court Judge Thomas Morse Jr. had given the council and the mayor
until Friday to agree on a financial package to bail out the schools, and tentatively scheduled a court hearing for Friday afternoon.
After four hours of talks with city councilors, a court-appointed mediator told
reporters the negotiations had reached an impasse and the next step would be up
to the court.
"They came close, but frankly, I don't think it is close enough," said Harvard
LawSchool Professor Charles Haar.
"I'm disappointed in the failure of the political leaders of Boston to find a way
to keep the schools open Monday."
Some city councilors acknowledged they expected a court order
requiring city
officials to continue classes.

WASHINGTON (AP) - White
House press secretary James S. Brady
was in satisfactory condition Thursday
following lengthy, late-night surgery to
repair a membrane leak which
triggered a potentially dangerous
buildup of air pressure upon his bulletpeirced brain.
Brady, who was shot in the head
during the attack on President Reagan
three weeks ago, was on the operating
table for more than five hours Wednesday night and Thursday morning.
Richard Ellis, a spokesman at
George Washington University
Hospital, said Brady's vital signs were
normal. "He has slept intermittently
through the night as the usual effects
of anesthesia wear off, but he is readily
awakened and responds normally to
questions," he said.
Brady's deputy, Larry Speakes, told
reporters Thursday that the 40-yearold press secretary had been returned
to his own hospital room from the
recovery room.
Dr. Dennis O'Leary, a top hospital
official, said Brady had been awake
and "wiggling his toes" just after the
surgery. But O'Leary added that doctors were "guarded" about the success
of the repair, saying that would not be
known for a few days.
The operation involved draining air
from Brady's skull and closing a hole
in the membrane covering the brain
that had allowed air to leak in from the
sinuses.
A White House statement said that
to drain the air, surgeons inserted a
hypodermic needle into Brady's brain
through holes in the skull which had
been made during the original surgery
following the shooting.
It said the doctors packed the sinuses
with muscle tissue and closed the hole
in the membrane with a graft of more
tissue from the muscle which connects
the temple with the ears.
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New abortion law for minors
takes effect in Massachusetts
,•••••••••...•••
•wfsnagLarame

News Briefs

BOSTON (AP)- After seven years of legal
wrangling,
and birth control clinics Thursday began compliance Massachusetts hospitals
with a state law requiring
minors to obtain written permission from both
parents or a judge to obtain an
abortion.
The long-delayed law, first passed in a different version
1974 and knocked down by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1979,by the Legislature in
took effect after the
Massachusetts Supreme Court rejected a last-minute
appeal pro-abortion groups.
"We've gotten several calls from doctors,
wanting to know what's going on
and where to get these forms," said Petra Langer,
a spokeswoman for the state
Department of Public Health.
The department distributed copies of the consent form,
similar to that used by
hospitals for major operations, to 1,000 doctors,
hospitals and birth control
clinics two months ago, she said. But years of legal
challenges to the law apparently convinced some doctors to disregard the notice.
Massachusetts is the only state to require both parents to give written permission before an abortion is performed on a minor, according to the state Attorney General's office.
Approximately 5,200 abortions were performed on minors in 1979, the
most
recent year for which statistics were available, the state Department of Public
Health said. The number has not changed much in recent years, according to
a
spokeswoman for the department's registry of vital records.
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After the U.S. Supreme Court declared the earlier state consent law unconstitutional, the Massachusetts Legislature followed the high court's guidelines in
drafting another version of the law. Several rounds of appeals followed before
the new version was recently upheld by the 1st Circuit Court of Appeals.

Wesleyan University fraternities
now feature 'female brothers'
MIDDLETOWN, CONN. (AP) It's an apparent contradiction, but
coed fraternities have arrived at
Wesleyan University.
"Female brothers" chant mystic
rituals, hold chapter offices and even
hang their lingerie in "multisex"
bathrooms.
Their male brothers at Alpha Delti
Phi, Kappa Nu Kappa and Mega Kappa Alpha accept their presence without
complaint.
The coed fraternity is a legacy of
social upheaval in the 1960s and
coeducation in the 1970s. Coeducation
brought women to campus, and they
roomed in the half-empty fraternity
houses. From coed living, coed membership soon followed.
Coed houses at Wesleyan are a far
cry from their all-male predecessors in
the 1950s, said Edgar Beckham, a
Delta Upsilon alumnus who is now
dean of the college.
He recalled how house parties, with
visitors from neighboring womens'
colleges and faculty chaperones,
dominated the campus social life.
Fraternities also held a rush week each
year, competed in interfraternity
singalongs and scholastic contests, and
played pranks, such as dumping
silverware in the swimming pool.
The coed houses have abolished rush
week,
hating,
interfraternity
singalongs and chaperoned house parties. All three primarily sponsor social
events for members and Wesleyan
students.
Alpha Delta Phi also
arranges such literary events as prose
readings and lectures by outside
speakers.
The five other fraternities on campus
are all-male. Two of these houses admitted women in the mid-1970s but
then returned to their all-male status.
The administration at Wesleyan
supports coed houses but leves the
decision about coeducation up to the
individual fraternities, said Dean of
Students Edward Shanahan. Some
schools, including Amherst College
and Bowdoin College, have forced all
campus fraternities to admit women.
Outsiders to Wesleyan have a range
of reactions, ranging from mild surprise to horror, to the coed fraternities,
their members said.
"I met these fraternity brothers
from a Southern school once, and they
practically fainted dead away when I
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told them about our coed house," said
Cori Adler, an Alpha Delta Phi member.
Martha Antzer, president of Omega
Kappa Alpha, said she spent an entire
telephone conversation explaining her
fraternity to her disbelieving mother.
An Alpha Delta Phi alumnus from
another school accused members of
"renegad cohabitation" in a newsletter.
Members said relationships in the
houses don't exactly qualify as
renegade cohabitation, but that
relationships regularly occur. At one
house, Alpha Delta Phi, two couples
decided to get married.
The couples who break up cause
more problems, members said.
"Some of the women in the house
became members because their
boyfriends were here.
When they
broke up, it was sort of weird for them,
but they learned to live with it after
awhile," said Dave Smith, treasurer of
Kappa Nu Kappa.
The benefits of living like a family in
a coed community outweigh the tensions caused by in-house relationships,
members said.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's 36 million Social
Security beneficiaries will get a
11.2 percent cost-of-living increase in July, the government
announced Thursday. That translates to a $37 a month raise for
the average pensioner, who now
gets $334 a month.
The across-the-board hike was
triggered automatically by the
Consumer Price Index for March. It matches the inflation rate
from the first quarter of 1980
through the first quarter of 1981.
Some 4.1 million poor aged,
blind and disabled persons aldo
will find a 11.2 percent increase
in the checks they receive in the
first days of July.
The Social Security hike will
cost the system's dwindling trust
funds $15.4 billion in the year
ahead, according to Secretary of
Health and Human Services
Richard S. Schweiker.
The increase in Supplemental
Security Income, paid from
general revenues, will cost the
Treasury $600 million.
For the average retired worker
drawing benefits alone, the monthly Social Security check will
jump from $337 to $374, or
$4,488 a year.
PITTSBURGH
(AP)
Collegiate rites of spring have
been around for as long as
fraternities, panty raids and beer
drinking.
Many, like
gold
fish
swallowing and "streaking,"
seem to eventually find their ways
to oblivion.
But at Carnegie-Mellon
University, known for its
engineering, design and architecture programs, buggy racing has
endured since the Roaring 20s.
And this year's competition is set
for this weekend at the Oakland
campus.
Designers have been working
on their sleek, cigar-shaped
gocarts since the beginning of

DIRECTWAY PAPER
WAREHOUSE

school. Cloaks of secrecy cover
design and assembly of the carts.
"Basically these are very high
technology, streamlined Soap
Box Derby racers," said Michael
Fox, race safety chairman and a
senior from Pittsburgh.
Some groups will scour the city
looking for the best wheel
bearings, Fox said, while others
will try and find the ideal wheel
rubber. "There's a lot of secrets
that a lot of organizations keep.
That adds to the fun," he added.
BEIRUT, LEBANON (AP) Another cease-fire took hold in
Beirut and Zahle Thursday and
efforts were under way to
negotiate two other truces in
Lebanon. But a Christian leader
warned they would all collapse
unless Syria was brought to the
bargaining table to end the
fighting that has left at least 375
dead and 1,300 wounded since
April 1.
ATLANTA (AP) - Police and
FB 1 agents examined information Thursday about a man
who Roy Innis claims was invoked in the slayings of six black
youths. A spokesman for the
civil rights leader said the suspect
was a black man who obtained
victims to be murdered by whites.
The mother of' one of the victims said she had identified a
photograph shown her by Innis
supporters as that of a black man
who frequented her neighborhood. But mothers of some
of the other victims said they did
not believe Innis' story and said
he was trying to salvage his
reputation through publicity.
Meanwhile, mourners
prepared to attend funeral and
burial services for Joseph Bell, a
15-year-old whose body was
found in the South River in
suburban DeKalb County on
Sunday. A medical examiner
ruled that Bell, who had been
missing since March 2, probably
was suffocated.
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Sports
Buckley shines for Maine,aims for majors
by Nancy Storey

Kevin Buckley was almost a
forgotten man during his senior
year of high school baseball.
Heavily recruited for his pitching, hitting and defense during
his junior year, Buckley was victim of a serious football injury in
which he broke his leg in two
places and was told he would
never play ball again.
One man, Black Bear baseball
coach John Winkin, did not
forget the star of Braintree High
School.
Winkin knew that
Buckley had a lot of potential
and would make a great college,
and possibly pro star.
"The first time I saw Kevin
play, he still had a pin in his leg,"
Wink in said, "When he broke his
leg a lot of people said 'too bad,'
but I had faith in our scouting
and rehabilitation program.
When he was hurt, it gave us a
chance to recruit him after all the
other schools gave up."
Buckley earned many honors
at Braintree High, making the
Bay State All-Star team three
times, the Boston HeraldAmerican All-Scholastic first
team twice, and the Boston Globe
All-Star team, once on the second
team and once on the first.
Finally, he was named player of
the year by the Boston Globe
during his senior year.
Winkin had good reason to
believe that Buckley would make
a good player some day, so he offered him a full scholarship to
Maine. The senior co-captain has
been starting here ever since.
However, Winkin points out
that things have not always come
as easy to Buckley as he would
have liked them to. "Kevin has
overcome adversity several
times...it's one of his strengths,"
Winkin said, "But success didn't
always come easy for him. He
played his whole freshman year
with that pin in his leg and things
were kind of rough for him. Now
things are starting to fall into
place and Kevin is handling
everything very well."
Buckley is one of Maine's top
pro prospects, earning his
recognition through four years of
hard work. As a sophmore, he
was named to the All-New
England second team, and as a
junior, he improved to the first
team, along with making the
Regional All-Tourney first team.
His batting average as a junior
was .346. Already this year, it is
over .400.
Barring any more serious injuries, Buckley hopes to go pro.
"If things go well and I keep hitting, I have a pretty good shot at
it," Buckley said, "But it's not
up to me any more. I just have to
wait for the draft in June."
Third baseman Mike Coutts,
co-captain of this year's team
with Buckley, feels that Buckley
has a good shot at the pros.
"Everyone knows Buck can hit,
but he plays the field well too.
He has a great arm," he said.
Buckley used his abilities to
help other players, also. Many of
the younger players go to him for
help with their hitting and
fielding.
"He leads the team more by
,,,,example than anything else,"
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Winkin said, "He helps the
younger players and encourages
them in a quiet, effective way.
He's a key athlete, the spark of

anything bother him. He's the
ideal player to have on any team;
one you like to see up to bat in a
clutch. Everyone has confidence
in him."
Eventually, if he doesn't turn
pro, Buckley would like to open a
rehabilitation
health
spa
somewhere in the New England
area. The physical education
major, who also has a minor in
health, would also like to coach
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someday.
Buckley, who has given as
much to Maine as he has
received, feels he owes a lot to
Coach Winkin. "He has faith in
me when everyone else gave up.
He was taking a tremendous
chance when he offered me a
scholarship. I couldn't have even
gone to college if it weren't for
him. I'm glad it worked out."
And so is Winkin.
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Senior Kevin Buckley overcame a
high school football injui, to star at
UMO. (Collins photo)
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Black Bears nip Colby,face key'weekend games
b) Joe McLaughlin
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A strong hitting attack sparked the
UMO softball team over Colby
Tuesday in extra innings, 14-12. Countering the Colby attack, the Black
Bears banged out 14 timely hits which
made up for a defensive breakdown of
committing eight errors in the field.
"Considering we had eight errors at
least we had the bats to match it," said
Coach Janet Anderson. "If we
wouldn't have had the hitting, then it
would have been a long ride home."
Cold weather forced the cancellation
of Maine's second game with Colby
and may have been the reason the
UMO defense committed so many
errors. "We need to get back down to
basics," Anderson said. "The cold
weather may have accounted for the
errors, but we have to start throwing
and fielding the ball more accurately."
Colby scored the first run of the
game in the first inning, but UMOcame
back to score two runs in the third.
Answering the Maine rally, Colby
scored four runs in the bottom of the
third, with the Bears coming back to
score two more in the top of the fourth
to make the score 5-4.
Capitalizing on three Maine errors,
Colby exploded for six runs in the fifth
taking a 12-7 lead after Maine had
scored three runs in the top half of its
inning. Faced with a five-run deficit,
the Bears played comeback baseaball
in the next few innings scoring four

runs in the sixth, one in the seventh to
tie the score and two in the eighth to
win the game.

inning when firstbaseman Val Larabee
reached base on an error. The Bears
then came back to tie the game in the

For the Black Bears, Cathy
Woodham had one of her best games
in a Maine uniform. She had a sterling
performance, banging out three hits,
scoring three runs and knocking in
three more. Firstbaseman Val Larabee
also put forth a strong effort, with a
single and a game winning double in
the eighth inning.
A couple of players do not win a
game though and Anderson said the
whole team is performing up to her expectations thus far this season.
"Everyone is progressing as I would
suspect," she said. "The nucleus of
the team, the veterans, have been with
me since the program began so I have a
pretty good indication of what we can
do out there."
Maine's record now stands at 5-4
and they will play three games
at the University of New Hampshire in
the Catamount tournament this
weekend. Nancey Szostak, who was
A
the winning pitcher of the Colby game,
will get the first start this weekena.
Anderson said Maine will need a
consistent pitching effort to do well in
the weekend tournament. "Consistency in our pitching is important," she
said. "We can't afford to have back to
The UMO softball team will swing into action this weekend in the Catamount
back walks."
Tournament. The will play three games, trying to up their record to 8-4.
Last year in the tournam
(Gina Ferrazi photo) lost all three games, but ent, UMO
they were the
In the sixth, catcher Cindy Richards seventh on an RBI single by shortstop
first three games of the season so the
and leftfielder Cathy Woodham paced Ethel Macklin. Larabee
outcome of this weekend's games
knocked in
the Maine attack with a single and a the game winning runs in the
should be different. "After playing
eighth
double knocking in three runs.
when she banged out a double, scoring
nine games, we're better prepared this
Woodham scored the fourth run of the Pink ham and Woodham.
year than last," Anderson said

Football team prepares for annual spring contest
by Scott Cole
"I haven't done anything in three months. My wife is living 40 miles away on
a farm. I have four little kids, and two
are living one place and the other two
are living another place. I'm seperated
from them...and geez all my furniture
is stored in a barn."
Something out of Steinbeck's "The
Grapes of Wrath"? No, just new
UMO football coach Ron Rogerson
stating the price he has payed to shape
up the program he has been in charge
of since mid-February when he was
hired to replace Jack Bicknell, who
flew the coop to coach the Boston
College Eagles.
Rogerson's new-look squad will put
the wraps on spring practice Saturday
with the annual intersquad Blue and
White game at 1:30 p.m. at Alumni
Field.
The Brewer native and longtime
Delaware assistant said he was "very

pleased" with the way practice has
gone. "We've had a great spring, the
enthusiasm has been great.
The
players have learned the offense (Wing
T) beyond any expectations. I'm very
pleased with the coaching staff and the
players seem pleased with the staff."
Giving the athletes a chance to play
under game conditions is the importance of the Blue and White contest,
Rogerson said.
"We want it to be a fun affair and a
chance for a lot of players to show
their skill," Rogerson said, "it will be
competitive, but we're still one team
and we want nothing vindictive."
The Blue squad will be composed of
the number one offense and will
feature All-American halfback Lorenzo Bouier, quarterback Mike
Beauchemin, halfback Pete Ouellette,
center Steve Keating, guard Barry
Buckley and tight end John Nockett.
Standing out in that list is the new
positioning of Peter Ouellette. For

three years Ouellette has been a jack of
all trades for the Black Bears. The
Pride of Jay has played quarterback,
returned punts and kicks, and played
flanker. Last year he was All-Yankee
Conference at flanker.
But with
Rogerson inserting the Wing-T,
Ouellette has been inserted at halfback.
"He has the potential to be a great
halfback," Rogerson said.
The Blue squad will utilize the
second defensive unit. The first defensive unit, under the supervision of
defensive coordinator Bob DePew will
be playing for the White squad.
"The defense showcases defensive
end Phil Ferrari, linemen Rycke
Suydam and Tom Loughlin, and

Orono

Thriftway
Park St., Orono
866-3118

Attention

Graduate
Students and Faculty
All graduate students and
, faculty are cordially invited to
the Graduate Semi'Formal to be held on April 25,
1981 at Estabrooke Hall. Cash
bar begins at 9:00 p.m. Dance
E to One Last Swing.10 p.m.
F 2 a.m. Singles are welcome.
No admission charge.

defensive backs Matt Downey, Ray
Thombs, Matt Slane and John
Chisolm. Add to that bunch a new
face on the defensive side of the line,
Ray Sullivan at defensive tackle. The
big redhead from the home of the New
England Patriots in Foxboro, Mass.,
played tight end his first two seasons in
Black Bear country.
Neil Kelleher will be calling signals
for the white offense which lists a
backfield of Steve McCue, Paul
Memmo, Jimmy Hersom, and Tony
Edith. Rogerson said he was pleased
with the play of that crew and praised
veteran fullback McCue for having "a
great spring."
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Bears seek to extend winning streak against BC
Kevin Bernier is second in RBIs with 24
Dick Whitten leads the club in stolen
behind Buckley. Designated hitter
bases with 11. Vanidestine is second
ammanalw.ww
"ft

by Jack Connolly
The UMO Black Bears put their five
game winning streak and 10-2 New
England mark on the line tomorrow
when they entertain the Boston College
Eagles at 3:00 on Mahaney Diamond.
The Bears had originally planned to
play a doubleheader with St. Josephs
today but the games were moved up to
April 30. The probable starter for
Maine tomorrow will be sophmore Joe
Johnson, currently sporting a 4-2
record with a 4.81 ERA. Johnson has
struck out 33 batters in 43 innings of
work this year.
Maine will hope to continue their hot
hitting against the 8-5 Eagles. The
Bears will be led by batting leader Brad
Coulton, who, on his four-for-six
binge against USM raised his average
to .420. Backing Colton will be outfielder Tom Vanidestine (.387, 8
doubles, 19 RBIs) and co-captain
Kevin Buckley (.385, 30 hits, 25 RBIs).
Buckley and catcher Ed Pickett lead
the team in homers with four while

The Bears will try

for

their

fifth

straight totnorro%. (Collins photo)
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with eight. Whitten also leads the club
in walks.
Others that are figuring prominently
in the Black Bear attack are junior
shortstop Pete Adams (.310), secondbaseman Mark Sutton (.307), and firstbaseman Kevin Bernier (.276). AllNew England third-sacker Mike Coutts
is trying to bolster his .263 mark after a
slow start. Coutts hasn't played the
way he's wanted so far this year, but is
still contributing a lot both defensively and through his leadership.
The pitching staff is finally coming
around and is slowly but surely
lowering that once sky-high team
ERA. Billy Swift dropped his ERA to
3.50 with his victory over USM Wednesday and likewise Don Mason
lowered his nearly a whole run with his
win. Freshman Stu Lacognata has
taken a page from the books of Lorenzo Bouier and Rick Carlisle and is enjoying a freshman year unlike
anyone has had in a long time. The
Portland native is currently 4-0 with a
3.64 ERA.
Designated hitter and back-up thirdbaseman Jim Foley took advantage of
his playing time in the USM
doubleheadr to raise his average 173
points with three sharp singles in three
appearances. Foley led the greater
Portland Twilight league in hitting two
years ago but has been used sparingly
by coach John Wink in this year despite
a .315 average he finished with last
year. Hard-hitting firstbaseman Jon
Perry is second on the team with .400
batting mark in 25 plate appearances.
The Bears had originally planned to
play a doubleheader with St. Josephs
today but the games were moved up to
April 30 because of conflicts with
finals at the North Windham college.

Changes
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Bass has made these little devils just for you. Bass Preps come
in
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only
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Maine: U S Route 1 in Kittery, Wells. Falmouth, Wiscasset,
Belfast and Ellsworth..Junction
of Routes 2 & 4 in Wilton. Hogan Road in Bangor N.H.:
Route 16 in Conway. Loudon
Road in Concord, Maclntyre Circle in Laconia, 513
Amherst Street in Nashua VT.: 1305
Williston Road in South Burlington. 230 North Main
Street in Rutland

BOSTON (AP) - The change in atmosphere is noticeable to even the occasional visitor to the Boston
clubhouse in chummy Fenway Park.
From Manager Ralph Houk and his
coaches on down, the Red Sox are fun
to be around once again.
At one point last August, things
became so bad that veteran Tony
Perez, owner of five championship
rings earned with the Cincinnati Reds,
ripped his teammates for their losing
attitude.
Houk took over as the Red Sox were
faced with personnel headaches. AllStars Rick Burleson, Fred Lynn and
Carlton Fisk were headed into option
years on contracts signed in 1976.
Slugger Butch Hobson was unhappy as
a part-time third baseman.
Sullivan cleaned house. He traded
Burleson and Hobson to California for
Carney Lansford, Rick Miller and
Mark Clear. Then he sent Lynn and
Steve Renko to the Angels for Frank
Tanana and Joe Rudi.
Houk was ready for the challenge
when spring training started. The loss
of Fisk to free agency and the Chicago
White Sox, didn't shake him up.
Houk quickly won his players'
respect. He offered them time off in
training. And, probably most important, any chewing out is done behind a
closed door in his office.
"There's a big change around here
this year," said Perez, only a couple
weeks away from his 39th birthday.
"We're having fun. We all like and
respect Ralph, but there's more to it
than a change in managers. Everybody
is happy, talking and laughing and
pulling for each other.
"One or two guys, even superstars,
don't win ball games. It takes a team
to win. And that's what we have this
year, a team playing together."
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